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Written project submission :

Deadline: November 30, 2022

The five-week exhibitions address issues related to the printed arts, whether in 
terms of the printing techniques used, the theme, or the conceptual framework of 
the proposal. 

Projects submitted will be reviewed and selected by a diverse committee made 
up of artist members of the AC, guest artists or curators, and the artistic direction 
of the centre.

- A text describing the general artistic approach of the artist and the project in  
particular. *A maximum of 300 words for the artistic approach;
*A maximum of 300 words for the description of the project; 
(if your project involves more than one person, please reduce to a maximum of 
100 words per person for the artistic process);
- An up-to-date curriculum vitae (and those of collaborators, if applicable);
- A maximum of fifteen (15) digital images of your work (JPEG or PNG files) - images 
from previous projects, overviews of the work in an exhibition room, and images of 
the submitted project (even if not completed) are encouraged;
- A descriptive list of images indicating the title, year, medium and dimensions of 
the artworks;
- For videos and sound (maximum 10 minutes), send via Vimeo, YouTube or  
SoundCloud links. When the sources are private, please include the password;
- A list of technical editing requirements, special needs for hosting and any other 
details, if applicable;
- A space plan of the project (optional).

The Atelier Circulaire invites artists, collectives and curators to submit an 
exhibition project for its 2024-2025 programming.

SUBMIT YOUR APPLICATION

The Atelier Circulaire wishes to make the process of submitting a project as  
accessible as possible. Therefore, we accept project proposals in French or  
English, in two formats:  either written or video recorded.

CALL FOR PROPOSALS | EXHIBITION PROJECT

2024 / 2025 SEASON

N.B: The maximum size of all attached documents must not exceed 25 MB.
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Project submission via video capsule :

Atelier Circulaire proposes to submit a file with avideo clip. Prepare a video clip 
of a maximum duration of 10 minutes where you present your project to the  
selection committee.

- Describe, in general terms, your artistic approach. What are the questions, issues, 
mediums and practices that you focus on?

- Present your exhibition project, highlighting the aspects that you consider most 
important in order to understand your intentions.

- You can show works on video, if this is relevant. Make sure you film them well, 
showing volumes, proportions and details. You must also attach a visual file (pho-
tographs, sketches, plans, etc.) that will accompany your video. 

-------------------------------------------
To be attached to the video : 

- A maximum of fifteen (15) digital images of your work (JPEG or PNG files) - images 
from previous projects, overviews of the work in the exhibition room, and images 
of the submitted project (even if not completed) are recommended. 
- Descriptive list of images indicating title, year, medium and dimensions of the 
artworks;
- For videos and sound (maximum 10 minutes), send via Vimeo, YouTube or  
SoundCloud links. When the sources are private, please include the password;
- A list of technical editing requirements, special needs for hosting and any other 
details, if applicable;
- A space plan for the project (optional).

Content to be included:

N.B: The video presentation should not be sent via a YouTube, Vimeo or other link.

Important : Assurez-vous que votre fichier est lisible dans l’environnement Windows. 
environnement Windows. Pour la vidéo, les formats recommandés sont MPEG 
(également connu sous le nom de MPG) et AVI ; pour l’audio, les formats MP3 et MP4 sont 
recommandés.

SUBMIT YOUR APPLICATION

Interested applicants should send their application to the following email address
candidature@ateliercirculaire.org with «Exhibition Project» in the title of the email.

If you do not receive a confirmation email after sending your application or if you 
encounter problems at any stage of the application process, please contact us at 
programmation@ateliercirculaire.org.
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GALLERY MAP

The Atelier Circulaire Gallery has a showcase and is equipped with a system of 
removable walls, offering artists the possibility of configuring the Gallery to their 
needs. It should be noted that the showcase does not expose the works to direct 
light.

LA GALERIE DE L’ATELIER CIRCULAIRE
PLAN MAXIMAL / MAXIMAL PLAN

Surface d’accrochage / hanging surface : 42.82m (140’ 6”)
= Murs amovibles  /  removable walls
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